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The Way Towards Massively Multilingual Language Models
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Abstract

In this talk, I will discuss the training and evaluation of massively multilingual language models, that can handle
dozens or even hundreds of languages. After motivating the development of such models, I will draw some lessons
learned in the course of developing Glot500, a language model covering 500 languages, and some associated
resources such as language identification softwares. I will also focus on the challenges raised by “low resourced”
languages, i.e. languages for which (a) the available training data is often incomplete, highly specialised and also
possibly very noisy; (b) the evaluation data are non existent, requiring to use innovative evaluation strategy, e.g.
based on various cross-lingual alignment tasks.
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He is a board member of the European chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics, of the
MetaNet network, and has recently contributed as an expert on linguistic technologies for the French
language to several European projects (European Language Resource Collection, ELE – European
Language Equality, ELG – European Language Grid).


